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Click Buy-It-Now button to get the software and remove the SIM LOCK. You will receive software +

Instructions. This service is for a Software to Unlock your OWN phone, we are not selling phones. *VERY

GOOD DEAL ONLY $4.95 The Cheapest on the net * Sold on the net for $69.99 Unlock as much phones

as you want!! Advantage Of Phone Unlocking 1-Use your cell phone with any network worldwide. 2-Save

money on roaming charges. 3-Absolutely no risk of damaging your phone. 4-Increase the resale value of

your phone by 300! 5-Run two sim cards in one phone using a dual sim adapter. 6-No need to send your

phone away. 7-Instant phone unlocking with no technical knowledge required. What is unlocking and how

does it work? Unlocking Software is a new way of unlocking mobile phones without the need for us to

physically have the phone. Using key information such as the phone's unique IMEI number and the

current network, you can calculate the unlock code for that particular phone. No need to send your

precious handsets. All done via email.You will only need a USB Data Cable the one that Came with your

phone. Unlocking your phone will make the phone work with any GSM SIM card like T-Mobile, Cingular,

AT&T, Rogers or any other GSM Service Providers. No need to mail your phone out to have it unlocked

by "professionals". Now you can do it in the comfort and convenience of your own home!

***************************** THIS IS A PERMANENT UNLOCKING! You will no longer have to get rid of

your current phone when you change GSM service providers! Unlocking increases the resale value of

your phone as it's not bound to a particular carrier any more. Unlocked phone is convenient to travel with;

it can work with virtually any provider in the world. Unlocking is absolutely legal and safe for your phone

and doesn't void its warranty. Wireless providers charge from 40 to 60 Dollars for this procedure. You

don't have to ship the phone anywhere; everything is done in the convenience of your home. No technical

knowledge OR TOOL'S is required. You will receive detailed easy-to-follow instructions. How long does it

take to generate the unlock code? You will usually receive your unlock Software 5mins after the

Payment.Searches:unlock smt5600audiovox 5600 network unlock codehow do I unlock an SMT 5600
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